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Disney+ is the dedicated streaming home for TV series and movies from Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars, 
National Geographic and Star, including exclusive Disney+ and Star Originals.

This newsletter provides regular updates on upcoming Disney+ and Star Originals, brand-new episodes, 
and the latest blockbuster movies joining the service in the UK.

August
N E W S L E T T E R

DID YOU KNOW...

The final ever season of The Walking Dead  is premiering exclusively on Star on Disney+ 
this month. Catch up with seasons 1-10, streaming now, before the epic finale begins  
on the 23rd August.

Celebrate the Ultimate Disney Heroes from 23rd-29th August with all the courageous and 
strong, bold female leads on Disney+. Jump into adventures with heroic princesses Raya, 
Moana, Anna and Elsa... and so many more!

There’s plenty to entertain everyone this August Bank Holiday: no need to rely on 
sunshine for that long weekend! Disney+ has Bank Holiday covered with films and TV 
shows to keep all ages busy.

ARE YOUR PARENTAL CONTROLS UPDATED?
You can now tailor each Disney+ profile and apply different 
content controls for each user, alongside the Profile PIN and  
Kid Proof Exit features. 

As a main account holder, you can select a bespoke content rating 
for each profile: 6+, 9+, 12+, 14+, 16+ or 18+. Once a content 
rating is applied, content made available within each specific profile 
via the home page and via the search functionality will be relevant  
for the content rating set. 

And remember, if no content rating is set, the default rating 
will be 14+ per profile.

WHAT’S NEW ON STAR ON DISNEY+

Previously on The Walking Dead, our survivors confronted past demons and combated new threats, with friendships and relationships 
suffering from the mounting collateral damage that is the apocalypse. Alexandria is severely compromised, left a former shell 

of the home it once was from the carnage and devastation left behind by the Whisperers. 
Now all who live in Alexandria struggle to refortify it and feed its increasing number of residents, which include the survivors from the fall of the 

Kingdom and the burning of Hilltop; along with Maggie and her new group, the Wardens. Alexandria has more people than it can manage to feed 
and protect. Their situation is dire as tensions heat up over past events and self-preservation rises to the surface within the ravaged walls.

THE BEGINNING OF THE END

The Walking Dead Season 11

Stream from 23rd August – exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

From the minds of Steve Martin, Dan Fogelman and John Hoffman, Only Murders In The Building follows three strangers (Steve Martin, 
Martin Short and Selena Gomez) who share an obsession with true crime and suddenly find themselves wrapped up in one. 

When a grisly death occurs inside their exclusive Upper West Side apartment building, the trio suspects murder and employs their 
precise knowledge of true crime to investigate. As they record a podcast of their own to document the case, the three 

unravel the complex secrets of the building which stretch back years. 
Perhaps even more explosive are the lies they tell one another. Soon, the endangered trio comes to realize a killer 

might be living amongst them as they race to decipher the mounting clues before it’s too late.

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR NEIGHBOURS?

Only Murders In The Building – Star Original

Stream from 31st August – exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

In this raw and raunchy comedy, strait-laced Marcus and Emily (Lil Rel Howery, Yvonne Orji) are befriended by wild, thrill-seeking partiers 
Ron and Kyla (John Cena, Meredith Hagner) at a resort in Mexico. Living in the moment, the usually level-headed couple lets loose 

to enjoy a week of uninhibited fun and debauchery with their new vacation friends.
Months after their walk on the wild side, Marcus and Emily are horrified when Ron and Kyla show up uninvited at their wedding, 

creating chaos and proving that what happens on vacation, doesn’t necessarily stay on vacation!

WHAT HAPPENS ON VACATION STAYS ON VACATION... RIGHT?

Vacation Friends – Star Original Movie

Stream from 27th August – exclusively on Disney+

MOVIE HIGHLIGHTS COMING TO STAR ON DISNEY+ THIS MONTH INCLUDE:

Bless the Harts – Star Original Mixed-ish – Star Original

Stream all of S1 and the first episode of S2 from 11th August 
exclusively on Disney+

Romy and Michelle’s High School Reunion

Stream from 20th August – exclusively on Disney+

Confessions of a Shopaholic

Stream from 27th August – exclusively on Disney+

Joy

Stream from 6th August – exclusively on Disney+

Start streaming from 18th August 
exclusively on Disney+

WHAT’S NEW ON DISNEY+

Academy Award® winner Emma Stone (La La Land) stars in Disney’s Cruella, a live-action feature film about the rebellious early days of one of 
cinema’s most notorious – and notoriously fashionable – villains, the legendary Cruella de Vil. Cruella, which is set in 1970s London amidst the 
punk rock revolution, follows a young grifter named Estella, a clever and creative girl determined to make a name for herself with her designs. 
She befriends a pair of young thieves, and together they are able to build a life for themselves on the London streets. One day, Estella’s flair 

for fashion catches the eye of the Baroness von Hellman, a fashion legend, played by two-time Oscar® winner Emma Thompson 
(Howards End, Sense & Sensibility). But their relationship sets in motion a course of events and revelations that will cause Estella 

to embrace her wicked side and become the raucous, fashionable and revenge-bent Cruella...

SHE’S BRILLIANT, BAD, AND A LITTLE BIT MAD

Cruella
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Available to all Disney+ subscribers from 27th August 

[+] STILLS

Stream from 11th August – exclusively on Disney+ Stream all of S2 from 18th August – exclusively on Disney+

Stream from 25th August – exclusively on Disney+

What If…? flips the script on the MCU, reimagining famous events 
from the films in unexpected ways. Marvel Studios’ first animated 

series focuses on different heroes from the MCU, featuring a voice 
cast that includes a host of stars who reprise their roles. The series 

is directed by Bryan Andrews; Ashley Bradley is head writer.

Season two of Diary of a Future President continues the origin story 
of Cuban American and future leader Elena Cañero-Reed as she 

enters the seventh grade. Told using the narration of excerpts from 
Elena’s diary, this coming-of-age series and family comedy follows 
Elena through the ups and downs of middle school which set her  

on the path to becoming the president of the United States.

Making of the Season 2 Finale is a behind-the-scenes look at the 
making of this celebrated “chapter” of The Mandalorian, with a focus 
on the technology used for recreating Luke Skywalker. It delves into 

the collaborative process, including working with Mark Hamill, to 
create an authentic and fitting recreation, and explores the immense 
pressure and responsibility the filmmakers had in bringing back one 

of the most important characters in film history.

What If…? 
Disney+ Original

Diary of a Future President S2 
Disney+ Original

Disney Gallery: The Mandalorian 
Disney+ Original

Spy

Stream from 20th August 

Paul McCartney sits down for a rare, in-depth, one-on-one with legendary producer Rick Rubin to discuss his groundbreaking work with The 
Beatles, the emblematic 70s arena rock of Wings and his 50 years and counting as a solo artist. In this six-episode series that explores music 

and creativity in a unique and revelatory manner, join Paul and Rick for an intimate conversation about the songwriting, influences, and personal 
relationships that informed the iconic songs that have served as the soundtracks of our lives.

EXPLORING MCCARTNEY

McCartney 3, 2, 1 – Star Original

Stream from 25th August- exclusively on Disney+

[+] STILLS

Stream from 27th August – exclusively on Disney+

Narrated by 12-year-old social media star Txunamy Ortiz, the 
half-hour special will celebrate the empowering attributes of Disney 
princesses and queens through reimagined performances of their 
iconic songs. GRAMMY® Award-winning recording artist Brandy 
will also debut her music video for “Starting Now”, the anthem for 
The Walt Disney Company’s year-long event, Ultimate Princess 

Celebration which spotlights the courage and kindness that Disney 
heroines inspire in fans all around the world.

Disney Princess Remixed: 
An Ultimate Princess Celebration
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